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Abstract 
Wireless sensor network is a kind of network through which the multitudinous 
sensors relates mutually, process and transmit information. It can be used in military 
defense, biomedical, environmental monitoring, disaster relief, counter-terrorism, 
remote control of hazardous area field, etc. So, it has a wide application future. 
The problem of energy sources is always one of the mainly challenges in WSN. It 
is a hot spot in WSN research to maximize lifetime of batteries, which are power 
supplies of sensor nodes, for better supporting data acquisition and transmission. The 
study analyzes battery capacity and its effect factors, provides the suitable expression 
of the battery model which is adopted by this dissertation. Meanwhile, according to 
the discharging feature of the battery, this dissertation designed a battery-based 
routing protocol BAR-HEED, which is considered based on HEED protocol. This 
protocol considers both the battery discharging loss and the remain energy of a node 
during the network processing and cluster heads rotation phases. Meanwhile, the 
protocol uses energy-driven method to rotate cluster-head instead of time-driven 
cluster-head rotation. The simulation results show that, BAR-HEED protocol can 
balance the energy consumption and improve the lifetime of network much better than 
HEED protocol. 
Besides, when the sensor field is far away from the base station, the cluster heads 
are burdened with heavier relay traffic and tend to die much faster, further cause 
unequal energy dissipation among these nodes. To mitigate the problem, this 
dissertation proposes a Long range transmission Energy Efficient Routing Protocol 
(LEERP). The protocol uses a number of relay nodes, which do not engage in 
clustering, to reduce the data transmission distance of CH nodes, furthermore to 
balance the energy consumption among the sensor nodes. In the process of CH 
rotation, besides adopting energy-driven method to rotate cluster heads, LEERP 
protocol limits the rotation only within its own cluster to avoid disturbing the normal 
operation of other clusters with high remain energy. Finally, under the same 
simulation scene, this dissertation provides BAR-LEERP protocol. The simulation 
results show that, putting the battery discharging feature in the energy aware routing 
protocol research can balance the energy consumption and improve the lifetime of 
network better. 
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